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01PART ONE Background



Geographic Information is obviously
i n s t r u m e n t a l f o r m a n k i n d t o
understand the status of the well
being of our planet, but also to
achieve social inclusion, economic
g r o w t h , a n d e n v i r o n m e n t a l
sustainability. In this context maps are
the interface between this reality and
h u m a n s . T h e y c o m m u n i c a t e
understanding and support decision
making, and expand human abilities to
act, think, plan, understand space.
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nRapidly developing technology, increasing methodology
and theoretical knowledge of cartography

nCore curriculum for all disciplines of geography at NNU

nGreat development of GIS education in China

Challenges Opportunities

Background



02PART TWO Course Introduction



Considering the different needs of
the students from different
disciplines, The course team put
forward the idea of:
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Course Introduction
Description Learning Outcomes

u Based on the fundamental theories 

u Combined with contemporary 
information technologies

u For various applications, 

u Component-based modules. 
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In view of the characteristics of multidisciplinary, rapid updating and
wide applications of cartography course, we have promoted the
content and method innovation of teaching in the cloud.

Course Introduction
Description Learning Outcomes



u Gain knowledges with the map projection, generalization, 
map symbolization, color theory, thematic map design. 

u Be able to abstract geographical phenomena, spatial 
cognition and thinking

u Be skilled to collect, processing and generalization of spatial 
data

u Enable to use commercial software and open source tools  
to produce maps.

Description Learning Outcomes

Course Introduction



Course Introduction
Description Learning Outcomes

https://www.icourse163.org/course/NJNU-1001753075?from=searchPage
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03PART THREE Course Structure



The course consists of 17 lessons, with required or
optional reading assignments, practice exercises, and self-
assessment quizzes. The combination of these teaching
and learning systems is approximately 120-150 hours of
student learning effort, and the course is intended to
provide 4 credits （equivalent to 6 ECTS）. The course
materials are designed to be used either for online self-
study or in a traditional classroom .

Overview Lesson Content

Course Structure



Component Modules Topics Data

Concept and basis of
Map and cartography

Concept, content, characteristic, subdivision
and sheet designation of map Week 1

Definition, history and evolution
of cartography Week 2

Lab: subdivision and sheet designation of map

Theory and application of 
map projection

Concept, distortion formula and
classification of map projection Week 3

Common map projections, projection
transformation and its application Week 4

Lab: Observation and application of map
projection distortion based on GIS software

Map data source and
its collection and modeling

Map data source and its types, processing
and transformation

Week 5

Lab: map data collection and database building

Methodologies and 
representation of map 

symbols,
map design methods

Theory and design method of map symbol Week 6

Lab: design and making of map symbols

Map graphics, color design and lettering
representation Week 7

Lab: map design

Theory and methods of 
map generalization

Concept, method and influencing factors of
map generalization Week 8

Generalization of features on general map and
thematic map Week 9

Lab: method of generalizing operation

Representation of content 
and compilation of general 

maps

Content and task of general map,
representation of physical geography features Week 10

Representation of social economic factors
and auxiliary elements Week 11

Lab: compilation of general map

Representation of content 
and compilation of 

thematic maps

Characteristic, content, and representation of
thematic map Week 12

compilation of physical map Week 13
compilation of human map Week 14
Lab: compilation of thematic map

Theory and methods of 
digital map

Overview of digital map, Data model and
database Week 15

Visualization of digital map Week 16
Multimedia digital map Week 17
Lab: design and making of digital map

Overview Lesson Content

Course Structure



04PART FOUR
Teaching and 

Learning System



Tracking new theories and
frontier technologies such as
digital map, electronic map
and geographical spatio-
temporal big data. Three
ways of content supplement
and update are initially
established, including course
resources updating, lecture
resources releasing and
discussion board releasing.

Curriculum 
resources update

Lecture resources 
release

Discussion board 
release

Teaching and Learning System
Material Update Feedback and Interaction



Ø To Set up social networking 
such as ‘QQ Learning Group ’
and ' WeChat Group’ for 
frequent contact among 
students and with the teachers. 

Ø To help students solve 
problems with remote control 
and live video

Ø To establish an answer group 
system to provide assistances 
from the course team. 

Material Update Feedback and Interaction

Teaching and Learning System



05PART FIVE
Course Activities 

and Achievements



Off campusActivities at NNU

Course Activities and Achievements
Achievements

Since 2017, 7 semesters courses have been opened with approximately 200
students attending online and offline courses each semester in the school of
geography of the Nanjing Normal University.

The teaching team blend regular class and online learning during the course
phase.

（1）Knowledge Preparation and Content Review

Students are required to preview relevant knowledge online in advance for difficult
problems such as map generalization. After class, content review and assignments
can be carried out to consolidate the knowledge;



Off campusActivities at NNU

Course Activities and Achievements
Achievements

（2）Exploration and Practice of New Teaching Mode

The course combines theory with experiment, with many contents but insufficient class
time. Combining online and offline course, the teaching in classroom mainly focuses on
important concepts and problems, adopts new teaching methods such as flipped classroom,
theme discussion and work competition to facilitate students ' interest;

（3）Lab Practice Teaching Activities

Online learning provide sufficient time for lab exercises. Through the self-study of online
basic content, with lab exercises, to improve students ' map producing ability.

（4）Online and Offline Multi-level Evaluation System

Adding new assessment contents such as online quizzes, and the research work of
students are taken into account as well as exam results to encourage students ' innovation
work.



Off campusActivities at NNU

Course Activities and Achievements
Achievements

Statistics from the iCourse
website show that the total
number of students has amount
to 19,530 since 2017.

The students are from 112
universities, among which 81 are

provincially-administrated colleges
and university.

Semesters Number of students

Fall 2017 1,876

Fall 2018 2,753

Spring 2019 1,604

Fall 2019 1,564

Spring 2020 8,669

Fall 2020 3,064

Total 19,530

The course continues opening in fall 2021…



Course Activities and Achievements
Off campusActivities at NNU Achievements



Course Activities and Achievements
Off campusActivities at NNU Achievements

First-class online open course at national level



Course Activities and Achievements
Off campusActivities at NNU Achievements

Keep Open and free access for all learners.

u Make more flexible teaching schedules.

u Keep updating learning materials.

u Organize learning/training activities nationally for the
students and teachers



Thanks for your attention

https://www.icourse163.org/course/NJNU-1001753075?from=searchPage


